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These testimonies by Syrian soldiers who are fighting the Islamic State rebels (ISIS-Daesh)
confirm what we already know.

The United States of America is not fighting the terrorists in Syria.

The Obama administration, with the support of its allies including Turkey and Saudi Arabia,
is supporting the Islamic State (ISIS Daesh)

Obama’s counterterrorism campaign in Syria and Iraq is bogus.

Read carefully: 

The testimonies confirm the unspoken truth:

OBAMA IS PROTECTING THE TERRORISTS

– We [Syrian soldiers] first thought the aircraft are support to us after the first 2 shots,
but we quickly found out that they are targeting our forces aggressively, while we were
fighting IS terrorists. The aircraft used cluster bombs against us.

– A day before the airstrikes, the [US] drones were flying and scanning all the area

– The US air-strikes destroyed all our equipment and defense points.  

 -  IS  fighters  attacked  us  immediately  after  and  during  the  US  strikes.  Some  of  them
were laughing

 - US drones and helicopters opened fire from machine guns on our retreated forces 

– It for sure wasn’t a mistake, they targeted us intentionally to help IS.

 - America is ISIS itself

Translation from Arabic (H. E)

The US Air strikes were deliberate, they were carefully planned and coordinated with ISIS-
Daesh commandos on the ground.
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The  bombings  enabled  the  ISIS-Daesh  Islamic  State  mercenaries  to  wage  an  effective
counterattack  against  Syrian  government  forces.

The “incident” was casually dismissed by America’s media: “US airstrikes Missed ISIS, but
Damaged US Policy in Syria”.

Fake media reports support a fake “war on terrorism”: Sorry, collateral damage, we got our
targets mixed up…

 

 

 

And then they tell us (i.e the Western media)  that the Islamic State is threatening the
Western World, that ISIS-Daesh cells are responsible for the terror attacks in Europe and the
US.

“The US homeland is under attack and we must defend ourselves.”

Nonsense!  Washington and its allies are the State Sponsors of Terrorism.

The various jihadist organizations including ISIS-Daesh and al  Nusra are supported and
funded by the Western military alliance.

In the  words of Oliver Stone:

 ‘We’re Not under Threat. We Are the Threat’

“We Must Defend Ourselves”

The weekend bombings in New York and New Jersey have served to distract public attention
from the fact (amply documented) that US forces in Syria are protecting the ISIS-Daesh
terrorists.

According to Obama, the terrorists (in NY and NJ) were:

“trying to hurt the innocent, but they also want to inspire fear on all of us. … We all
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have a role to play as citizens to make sure we don’t succumb to that fear.”

In the words of the New York Times, president Obama:

 “put these attacks [New York, New Jersey, Minnesota] in the context of the military
campaign in Syria and Iraq against the Islamic State, also known as ISIS or ISIL”.

Nonsense. These events have nothing to do with the military campaign in Syria.  The USA is
supporting the Islamic State.

“We’re going to take out their leaders; we’re going to take out their infrastructure,… As we
take away more of their territory, it exposes ISIL as the failed cause it is.”, said Obama.

Obama: You are the failed cause, because you are the ISIL. Your administration embodies
terrorism.

Political  lies  are  sustained  by  media  disinformation  and  war  propaganda.  The  US  is
supporting the Islamic State. The ISIS rebels are the foot-soldiers of the  Western military
alliance.
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